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cuia for th_ depenu upon the kind and the quality of collaborat1oa tllat 1a

fo_tfred in these endeavors. Particularly, we are referriq to the coll_oration

of teachers with supervi80rs and of both teachers and supervisors witla ,.y~et ••

lanlU&l8 specialists, social workers, and other allied professional colleaguea.

Althoup such collaboration does not guarantee that a particular teacher's etyla

of teaching will improve, we find it impoaathle to conceptualize lIGiaally effective

teachina without it. lor example, the existence of alternative educational place-

mente for a child in no way guarantees that the actual plac81l8llt will ba tbouaht-

ful or one of choice. In the same manner, the aere .athering together of certain

professional workers concerned with the education of a tarticular child does DOt

preclude either ineffectiVe or _mingles8 reau1ts. Although our purpo8e is to'

promulgate meaningful collaborations amongprofessional workers toward providina

placements of choice, there is DOcatalogue of proceduree that will give aaaurance8

toward this end. However, the existence of classes of childrc, teachers, paycholo-

gists, and other specialists, in an open cooperative system, provides the raw

materials for choice placements. With effective collaboration, the choices vtllnot

be dealt with haphazardly.
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activities are a result of materials that have been supplied beec •• of ceRda

normative ".\DBPtions 'about the children, as cOliparedto the extent to which

they are the result of specific eValuat1on8of children in particular el ••••••

The fifth-grade class that receives fifth-arade readers and fifth-arade vork-

books is clearly using II&terlals which have be_ developedwith an "&Wrap"

fifth grade in mind. In principle, we maymakethe S8118 claim for clillieal

pre-school, and special classes. There are manyas.U1Iptiou involved in the

curricular process that consists of P~Ov1dingfAJmand cootent for 1••• 008--0)·
irrespective of the children whoare being taught, the teacher, and the situa-

tion. This 18 not to imply that the assumptioas aren't oft_ well advised.

At times, it appears proper for the teacher to isnore the variability of a

particular group or the individual in that group. However,we are sua•• ettna

that, to the extent to which assumptions are •• de about groupe of children--

and the reaulting curricular proeedures-illportant dimeD.si0D.8of van.ility"

obtain be~eendifferent kinds of classes and different teachers.

At.one extre., there 18 a group of students, possibly a college clue,

whodo not vary to a markeddegree in age and, insofar as the teacher 1&COD-

cerned, are not particularly dissimilar either in abilities or .otivatioD.8.

The lectures are delivered to the entire class, .there is a standard textbook,

and the final examination 18 objective. Obviously, there are probl•••• well
••

as virtues' attendant to this kind of ''normative teaching". The teacher has

madecertain assu.ptions (implicit or otherwise) about each student's life.

family, prospectives, intelligence and, possibly, even his religious convictions.

At the other extreme, there is a class of children whovary greatly in age

and ability. It is clear to the teacher that each child 1IU8tbe treated quite

separately. However,if the membersof this heterQgeneousgroup of children

are taught individually by the teacher, and in each case different standardize4



...te. In this class, the assumptions do not apply to the group •• a'tibole

but only to the individuals in the group•. Therefore, the use of not1lati".

materials does not necessarily assumethat a particular class is either

relatively homogeneousor heterogeneous but only that lusons have beeD1IOre

or les. predetermined for a particular child rather than especially developed

for him. In this way, even ind.ividual tutorina can be an exampleof nor.a-

tive teachina.

It is important to note that specially developed les.OO8 for p.rticular ,.

groups or children might very vell be ineffective while, on the other h8Dd,

the teaching of packagedmaterial. might be extremely effecti".. The question

of bow•• terials are developed and where they comefroa is DOtnec•••• rily

crucial to the questioD of quality. Further, it is likely that sow. teachere

perform more competently whenusing normative materials than whenuaina a

so-called di,agnostic approach to teaching. R.egardlessof what approach the

teacher ia most c:oafortable and successful with, his 1naiaht into the possible

risks inwlved in choosing particular strate.ies is a 1IIJchmore important

consideration. Further, we are convinced that, whether teachers use noraative

or diaano_tic approaches to teaching, they 1IIJ8trecognize and be scsitive to

continuous "educational feedback".

Before we go furthar, we should admit our bias in this matter, if it ie not•
already apparent. If the teacher is able-and his abUity ie not, neceaaarily,

a matter of capability or intelligence--we believe'it ia desirable for him to

becomeinvolved in developina, !2.!2!! extent, materials for the children 1Dhie

class. Wedo not believe that, by doing this. he will necessarily develop

objectively ''better'' materials than those available from coanercial sources; there

are reasons to believe that he will not. However,by active involvement in

developing materials he will have to study ehildren more carefully and learn a
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great deal more about them and how, and what, they learn. Active participation

be-\\-er
in gaining this knowledge will make the teacher mere able to improvise if

and when the teaching-learning process is unsuccessful. With standardized

materials, there are fewer ways to deal with fai~ure because, unlike success,

the failure may occur for different reason~and to a yariety of ways.

Design of a Theory for Action

Teachers need a theory of action which is general enough to apply to

children that are characterized by extreme variation in performance, such

as are found in special classes. Similarly, the well-ordered relatively

small suburban elementary school class would become a special case of this

more general theory which applies to the demands of any educational situation.

So, too, would the pre-school class for disadvantaged or retarded children.

If processes can be developed whereby teachers can design curricula for

extraordinary situations and extraordinary chi~dren, then it should follow

that they will be able to deal effectively with more typical situations.

However, one obvious thing is that a generalized approach to teaching and

learning cannot support itself with a priori prescriptive methods (i.e.

methods prescribed irrespective of the particular child and his condition) •

•
If it did, then this approach becomes another in a long list of normative

ones. Therefore, the teacher must have the background and experience ,to

make dec~sions about what, when~ where, and how children can best learn what

he is trying to teach them. Closely related to how children learn is how

teachers learn and how interactions take place in the classrooms and outside
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the classrooms.
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Although teachers have the responsibility for making decisions, they

are restricted by their own logic in coming to a decision and in originating

or planning activities. Once they have made a decision they need continuous

feedback and evaluation regarding the kind and effectiveness of work they

are doing. Too often, the general pattern of teaching is opposite to the

model that is suggested here. Teachers and allied educational specialists

tend to be overly dependent in the selection of materials because school

systems and clinics oftentimes designate certain specific texts and curricula

for particular classes or groups without consulting the teacher or con

sidering the children. At the same time, teachers are visited, generally,

on rare occasions and there is little concerted effort to provide them with

regular feedback about what they are doing with children and how effective it

ls. Wo matter how the teaching-learning process is conceived, it is difficult

to see how it can become increasingly effective unless there are certain

built-in features which necessarily involve teachers and other appropriate

professional persons for the purpose of changing the teachers and, coqsequently,

for changing teaching and children.

Curriculum Development.

The concept of readiness is central to the problem of curriculum

development. Learning cannot take place without readiness. A child who

learns obviously is ready to learn. But it does not follow that readiness

necessarily leads to learning unless readiness and learning are the same.
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thing. Therefore, a child can be ready to 'learn~-physiologically, experientially,

conceptually, emotionally--but fail to learn because of unfavorable condition ••

There is some implication that "readiness" has to do with factors internal to

the child and that "conditions" pertain to external factors. However, the

distinction between internal and external factors is arbitrary as is the

whole concept of readiness and, consequently, as is the construct "curriculum".

The question of teaching and lea~ning (what, when, how, and, the inevitable,

why) cannot be dealt with by appealing directly to any psychological laws of

learning or teaching. Although there is a considerable amount of normative

data about when children tend to gain specific abilities, there are extra

ordinary variations of timing, sequence, and intra-child consistency.TPe

"mass production" nature of public schools wit}:ltheir texts and workbooks,

and standardized examinations, is an inevitable by-product of a mass-education

sy.tem. Insofar as it is mandatory to educate all children to the age of

sixteen, seventeen, or eighteen, in order to cope with the shortage of well

trained teachers it is necessary to staff schools with teacheEs havina

greatly varying backgrounds and competencies. The result is what we refer

to as "the slot machine" approach to education. The system is like a machine

which works when certain generalized stimulations are given to it. Because

the goals are fairly limited, the machine works bdth consistently and well.

An individual goes through a four-year college program to prepare himself as

a teacher. Upon graduation, he fits into one of thousands of classrooms and

proceeds to distribute to students materials that are more or less similar

to those used in all the other schools, without regard to such factors as



where the students live, what their social and cultural backgrounds are, aDd

what their special strengths and liabilities are. There is no question that

this is a great equalizer. There is a question as to whether this approach

has anything to do with pedagogical excellence, and whether it is the method

to be chosen for groups of children that show great evidence of failure.

However, many of the "slot machines" work quite well, and teachers are capable

of developing superior educatipnal milieus which provide a setting for warm

interpersonal relationships between children and their teachers. There is

also little question that, in some of these situations, the children achieve

what might be termed an ultimate goal of education: children learn to teach

themselves. However, the contention of this discussion is that the conditions

of the mass-education system are quite different than the conditions that

can be reasonably set up for a superior teaching situation--which is a n~cessity

for the child with special needs.

Teachers mar insist that they can use normative materials, while they
.

provide for other kinds of classroom experiences and needs. It has been

within our experience that many teachers and children have functioned effectively

in this way. However, we see a contradiction between the goal of generalized

learning experiences, where children learn in order to learn, and specific

a priori prescriptive methods with specific te~ual materials and specific

lessons assigned to all children. The contradiction is most obvious in cla8s-

rooms for the disabled or disadvantaged, where there are numerous children

Wh\(.h
with problems ~ affect either their ability to attend to what is going on

in the classroom or their motivation to accumulate academic skills. To the
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vice versa.

An adequate school program for

extent that an educational environment presents a relatively heterogeneous

situation with respect to pupil ability and behavior, we can loosely refer to

it as a special educational setting. For want of a better term, we would

designate classes for most children discussed in this book as meeting the

above criteria. The problem facing their teachers is in developing a con-

struct which would provide guidelines for dealing with the most general type

of teaching-learning situation--one in which there are children who are

relatively heterogeneous and who show considerable variety of behavior over

time and indifferent situations. In this kind of setting, the use of either

age-wise normative materials or group-wise normative materials appears to be

futile.

Psycho-Educational Assessment

We begin this section with a declaration that the processes of psycho-

educational assessment and curriculum development must coalesce. We view

whatever is usually subsumed under these terms as an integrated unfolding of

an understanding of children and how they may best be served in an educational

setting. Put another way, by the very nature of being involved in the 8sseS8-

ment of a child, one cannot help but be involved 1n curriculum development, and

•
,. fit ft~\ ~~"' f O:••.•-A,

"different" children must have both internal

and external resources. Internal resources include the coordination and utlli-

zation of the personnel and facilities that exist within the school system.
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These resources should provide for careful, extensive, interdisciplinary

diagnoses of children who have been referred for admission or who have been

screened by some system-wide testing or recruitment procedures. After a

child is placed in a special class or group, these resources should guarantee

a continuing need for supe.rvision of program development and for curricular

innovations that are esoecial1y appropriate for that child.

The diagnostic process which leads to placement and subsequent pro-

gramming for an individual, or for groups, should lead to further diagnoses--

both for purposes of re-evaluating children throughout the school program as

well as fo~ evaluating programs for children in different educational settinga.

Frequently, there is little connection between the diagnostic process and the

curricular process. The diagnostic process leads to a child being placed in

a special situation. It usually stops there. When the curricular process

takes over there is, unfortunately, an implicit assumption that the placement

of the child was a correct decision at the time and that it will continue to

be correct in the future. As a result, re-evaluation is often neglected.

There will always be a point where internal resources become inappropriate

or insufficient; it must becdme a function of school or special unit personnel

to obtain the assistance of external resources in order to best serve children

•
with special problems. It is impossible to carefully delimit what the internal

resources should be and where they should give way to external resources.

Certainly, most school programs would not be expected to develop their own

mental health clinics, speech and hearing clinics, or pediatric-neurologic

clinics. However, it would be expected that the school staff would be assisted

in establishing working affiliations with the aforementioned types of clinics
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or service agencies. The proper utilizatiOn of external resources and

relationships takes the time and energy of school personnel, both individually

and in concert. All too often, referrals consist of a telephone call and a·

superficial follow-up. Unfortunately, this does more to remove the burden

of the child from the school than it does to best service the child's special

needs.

Depending upon the size anG financial resources of the school program,

and location and accessibility to university and clinical facilities, its

internal resources would include such personnel as supervisors, administrators,

teachers, and a staff or diagnosticians, therapists, and consultants. In

this latter group would be psychologists, social workers, speech and hearing

therapists, art and music consultants and--in some instances--research specialists.'

The staff should work very closely with program supervisors and teachers in

order to develop a fluid educational setting where children with special

problems can be attended to in an optimal manner. The system should include

provisions for moving children from one situation to another, when clinical

considerations show this to be advisable. Adhering to the same principle,

teachers or specialists should be ready to acc~pt reassignments when warranted.

It must be emphasized, strongly, that an effective school program cannot

exist without continual surveillance on the part Jf qualified'supervisory

personnel. It takes more than the competence and the dedication of individual

professional workers to make such a program succeed. As was mentioned previously,

the complex problems that so-called "different" children present to their

teachers cannot be solved in any easy and a priori prescriptive manner. As

we see it, worthwhile solutions to these problems will obtain through an active
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integrated program, with sufficient time and personnel to perform basic functions

of diagnosis and educational treatment.

To summarize, in centers having a sufficient number of classes and adequate

financial resources, supervision for the educational program should be provided

by a person who has experience and preparation both in education and in psycho-

educational clinical procedures. The supervisor-coordinator directs the teachers

and staff in the diagnostic proc~ss as well as in the curricular process. He

should plan for the efficient utilization of the internal resources of the

center as well as for the utilization of external resources when they are

needed. He should integrate the clinical process with the curricular proces8,

both in terms of the functions of personnel as well as the use of staffings

for individual children and the supervision of classes, therapists, and

teachers. The total process of education should be interdisciplinary in form

as well as in content.

A Model

The model that follows deals directly with the development of • multi-

dimensional framework which could be the basis for assessment, curriculum

development, and clinical research. We believ~the first two ne~ds have been'~
•

well documented, and that clinical research will become an increasingly

important aspect of programming for the "different" chiln, in the light of

ever-increasing public funds being appropriated for support of these programs

and the subsequent reporLing responsibilities which those who administer them

must assume.

lo'."'''''
·'

,
"
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This model considers both the molar aspects--over-all performance and

adjustment of the child in the school setting and at home--and molecular

aspects--the processes of learning, socialization, conceptualization, and

language development of different children. The model provides for the

analysis of both school and home behavior, in terms of a theoretical frame

work which would allow for the intentional manipulation of the behavior of

children and teachers, and for ~he evaluation of their behavior.

With reference to the observed behavior of children and teachers and

to theories of child development, a framework is set up in order to provide

a basis for action and evaluation. This tentative framework is used by

teams of professional workers to evaluate children, teachers, and the curri

culum. Lastly, provisions for theoretical and curricular revisions are

built into this framework. The following is a description of the objectives,

rationale, and design of this model.

Objectives. The objectives of the model are to stimulate the development

of curricula to offer maximum opportunities for the assessment of children,

and to guide clinical research studies in program evaluation and child b~havior.

We assume that not one of these objectives can be accomplished effectively and

validly without the accomplishment of the other two.

In the past, some behavioral scientists hav~ studied children, under

experimental conditions, by which they attempted to control environmental

factors. For example, an educator might study differences among several

independent methods of teaching reading. He would design his study 80 that,

by randomization procedures, a group of children learning to read under one
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method would probably be like another group learning under another method.

He would also plan to assign teachers to each group randomly so that one

teacher would be more or less as well adjusted to his group and method as

•.~' ....,

any other teacher would be to any other group and method. Consequently. the

researcher would be able to claim that these two variables were held constant

for all of the groups studied.

Research strategies similar· to the above are based on the assumption

that the method of teaching is the most significant independent variable.

Controls are set up to equalize the other variables. In such studies. the

kinds of children and the personalities of the teachers are considered to be

intervening variables that have importance. but are peripheral to the experi-

mental comparison being made.

Our model presents a basic design that is a reversal of the above,

example. We consider the independent variables to be the teachers and ~he

children and the intervening variables method. and content of the·eurriculum.

Although this approach is one that would be suitable for the study of any

kind of classroom situation. it is especially suitable for disabled or dis-

advantaged children. In special classes. the usual curricula goals are~ in

general. subordinate to those pertaining to adult-child and peer relationships.

Emphasis is not primarily on achievement. and met~ods of teaching are not

generally considered to be of greatest importance. This.is another way of

saying that the independent variables which should be given most attention

in such settings are not readily subjected to careful measurement and control--

e.g. teachers and children and their interactions.
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There are many good reasons for experimenting with only one or two

fairly discrete variables at a time; on the other hand, there are as many good

reasons for analyzing the complex interactions of children in realistic

behavioral situations as is our approach. Classroom situations will be

intentionally manipulated in this model in order to answer questions raised

by the theoretical orientations of a particular clinical research study ~nd

by the interactions between obse"rvers and teachers. The information obtained

will then be used to vary programs and curricula for children in order to

maximize the possibility of favorable behavioral changes in children. A

careful study of the behavioral deficits and strengths of both the children

and the program is an explicit part of the design. It will be through such .

study that the following questions are confronted: What anomalous behaviors

are displayed by the children? How does the school program deal with these

undesirable behaviors? What are the specific effects of various procedures

upon individual and group behavior?

In essence, the total process of curriculum construction and evaluation

for disabled and disadvantaged children should be continually re-examined for

the purpose of setting a self-generating working model. It should include

fragmental studies of all elements of the classroom "field" as well as an

•
intensive study of the total "field". The problems of what to teach and

how to teach should be intensively explored.

There is a good deal of evidence that leads to the proposition that

the teacher-child relationship is critical to the teaching process. This

suggests that it is not only the "how" of teaching, but the relationship that

develops between the teacher, on the one hand, and both individual children
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and the total group, on the other. An example of this phenomenon is the

"halo effect" that persistently appears in psychological and educational.

experiments. This effect seems to be more consistently related to improved

performance than any particular method. An assumption of this model is that

something like this "halo .effect" is necessary to the development of a superior

curriculum. Another way of stating one of our major objectives is, therefore,

to build a "halo effect" into a curriculum.

Although we believe that something like a "halo effect" is necessary,

we know that, in itself, such an effect is not sufficient. There are other

questions to be answered. How do children spend their time in the class?

Do they attend to what is going on? How is their attention monitored? How

are they dealt with when they succeed and when they fail? Questions such as

these must be studied and answered, in depth, if behavior is to be modified

in a meaningful way.

Rationale. Variables in the usual educational situation are such as

to discourage the rigorous experimentalist from dealing with them. The

classroom situation is antithetical to a controlled experiment that demands

the rigid application of certain a priori conditions. Personalities of

teachers and children, social interactions, and creative processes are ~xamples of
•

difficult-to-measure factors that have to be dealt with if we are ever to be

able to do any more than produce sterile descriptions of curricula. Since

these factors cannot be measured easily, they are not usually included 1n the

design of an experimental study.

The procedures of this model deal directly with both' the process and

{-

\ ;
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the substance of interpersonal reactions as they take place in the class~oom.

(For purposes of this model, process has to do with the ways in which relation-

ships are initiated and proceed between individuals and the extent to which

relationships exist; substance is concerned with the content of these relation-

ships.) In studies of children, substance has received considerably more

attention than process. Thus, in terms of what is here called substance,

the literature is extensive in providing constructs that hypothetically and

empirically describe how children differ from one another and how individual

children change over a period of time.

However, the literature is not at all clear on how to produce changes

most efficiently, especially when the children under consideration have

cognitive or other disorders. Process has received less attention because

it is less amenable to study. The measurement of the abilities of children

(substance) is less difficult than the measurement of their social inter-

actions or their motivations. It is understandable that psychologists and

educators have concentrated on variables that are relatively easy to measure,

even though such variables may be of trivial importance to learning.

For example, an Intelligence Quotient is a good predictor of acadeatc

success, and it is generally used as such. However, academic success is a
•

function of both the substance and process variables. The latter, being

difficult to measure, is more or less ignored. Why then is IQ such a good

predictor of academic success if it measures essentially the substance and not

the process? It is obvious that process variables effect IQ in the same way

that they affect academic success, and the predictive efficiency of the IQ is,

to a greater or lesser extent, due to indirect measurement of the process.
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For obvious reasons, it behooves clinicians to explore thoroughly not

only the components of the IQ but the components of academic success as well.

This exploration calls for intensive investigation of the total field of

behavior of children with, perhaps, minimal attention to conventional apti-

tudinal criteria and maximum attention to processes. Such a focus is clearly

a reversal of what generally takes place in school evaluation programs. For

most typical children, the consequences of failure in academic and social

activities are not catastrophic in that these pupils will eventually find

jobs and will have friends, in spite of many failures. The educator is

somewhat more anxious when confronted with children who will grow up to be

intellectually and socially dependent--unless he can do something about the

situation. Most teachers of typical children see no compelling reason to

discover why some children do better than others; instead they "explain" the

phenomenon by saying that it is just so--in the nature of things. They may

point out that there are individual differences in aptitudes, value systems,

and performance. There is no reason to discuss how we mi'-' change the

status quo and yet, the status quo is clearly unacceptable for the disabled

child.

It

This model focuses its attention on processes while it utilizes substantive

•
Both serve as a basis for what is taught when it is taught.constructs.

does not merely rely on a descriptive study of what is happening. Evaluation

becomes a part of the program.

in every part of the evaluation

A feedback system serves to involve teachers

be.~Olne (('so that they cause changes and ~ changed. ~ )

Parents are exposed to a program of group counselin~, which is designed to
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support the school program and is considered to be a part of the curriculua.

The psychologist and social worker collaborate with teachers to interpret

process and substantive constructs and to point out how they operate in class-

room situations. The vehicle for changing the behavior of children is the

teacher's increased understanding of the process and substance of the desired

change rather than particular teaching methodologies or curriculum content.

However, special percepts and concepts should be tested and innovations should

be made in the curriculum in order to treat deficits of particular children.

The treatment should always be dependent upon the situation in which the

behavior takes place.

Consequently, a design of teaching methodology or curriculum content

should not be imposed on the classroom situations. Instead, the substantive

information should be the tools that serve as sources for generating bypotheses

and as bases for evaluating protocols. Different teachers would use the

tools in different ways depending upon their perception of their roles as

teachers. Some teachers might take an experimental approach, carefully

evaluating specific deficits of particular children and treating them directly.

Others might take a more clinical approach, concentrating upon their relation-

ship with children and upon interactions within the group of children. Each
•

class in the program should be autonomous, to the extent that the teacher and

children of the class present a unique cluster of individuals and .ituations.

There should be similaritieLs in approach to the extent that the cluater of ~

individuals and situations overlap. The procedural core of this model should
I

be a network of seminars and conferences, where substance and proce.s would be
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studied so that uniqueness and overlap could be determined.

In summary, the rationale of this model calls for the development of

assessment, curriculum, and evaluative procedures that are in harmony with

what actually takes place in the classroom. Teachers should not be expected

to fit into a predetermined mold. This recognition of individual differences

in classroom situations is analogous to the recognition of individual differences

in children. For research purposes, bases for comparison would be the vari-

ability that exists among and between interactions rather than among and between

either teachers or children.

Design. The design of a model which is based on the dichotomy, substaDce

and process, is somewhat artificial since neither can exist independently.

However, this theoretical division does offer a workable way of discussing the

design, and, therefore, we will take advantage of it.

Included under the category substance, are the abilities of children.

Meyers and Dingman (1960) reviewed the literature in this field and have

hypothesized seven domains of expressive and receptive abilities of young

children: psychomotor, whole-body; psychomotor1, hand-eye; visual perception; \e
auditory perception; receptive psycholinguistics; expressive psycholinguistics;

and mental, including memory and thinking •
•

Although pedagogical and diagnostic methods for dealing with these domains

are not, by any means, pure, numerous studies have been done which focus on one

or more of them. What has resulted is a growing body of data on typical and

atypical development and on the dimensions and structures of abilities of children.

Although these studies have been encouraging in that they tend to offer support
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for agreement between the aforementioned hypothesized domains and empirical

ones, there still remains the question of how the knowledge gained from the

studies can be applied. Does the existence of more or less independent

domains of abilities in children mean anything to the educator?

There is a good deal of research to suggest that there is no simple and

direct application of these discoveries about abilities. The knowledge that

there is a normative sequence of steps in which children tend to develop a

particular ability domain does not have general application for individual

children. There are, at least, three important reasons for this: individual

differences in acquisition are so great that mean growth rates are applicable

to relatively few children; motivational variabilities are of far greater

importance than specific learning sequences; and, although, it is possible to

teach very specific tasks, there is no guarantee that there will be any transfer

of the learning that takes place. Further, the studies of ability domains

give descriptive information about what children learn and when they learn,

but they do not tell how learning takes place. Nor do they indicate what is

necessary for its transference. It is important to utilize these ability

studies, for they provide educators with a necessary array of insights. However,

it is equally important not to ignore other operations that have to take place

•
if learning is to be socially meaningful.

For reasons enumerated above, particular batteries of tests cannot be

stipulated for utilization in an assessment program. In general, the a priori

listing of specific procedures in either the evaluation or teaching situation

would be extremely unrealistic. Standardized instruments have not been developed

for the complex problems disabled children present Kef the evaluation team and, 1JJ.
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as mentioned previously, results of evaluations are not usually directly

applicable to the classroom setting. Therefore, we need to modify existing

procedures and attitudes if evaluation protocols are to be useful for teaching

these children. Perhaps, the greatest value that evaluative studies of >

ability domains of children have is in their entr~ toward detailed study of

children by members of the school staff. These studies should lead to the

development of a psychologically'oriented curriculum based on the described

variations that exist among children. In summary. the study of the substance

of learning is dictated by the type of children in the program. the kinds of

behavior to be modified. and the extent of the behavioral modification.· The

selection and development of testing and teaching techniques should stem from

studies of the ability domains of children. However. specific applications

should depend on both psychometric protocols in each of the ability domains

and clinical assessments of behavior of children in the program.

In terms of the process of learning. we include reactions between children

and reactions between children and teachers. observers. and other individual.

involved in working with the children. The interactions among children must

not be isolated from contingent interactions of adults who are teaching and

studying the children. The following diagram indicates the existence and

•
direction of interactions.

CHILDREN

TEACHERI
SEMIHAR

Observers. teachers

psychologists. etc.

OBSERVER
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For each group of children (class) .there would be a teacher and at

least one observer. The observer could be assigned to several classes. For

each class there would be a seminar which would meet regularly to discuss

+~~br
behavior of the class, including4the teacher~ and the children~. Members

of the seminar should be the teacher, the observer, a psychologist, a social

worker, as well as other professional workers who are intimately involved

with other children. They would" deal with speech, medical, and other problems

as they arise. The seminar would follow from the general description of

Sarason, Davidson and Blatt (1962, pp. 75-96) with modifications made necessary

by the obvious differences in situations.

Essentially, our design for process provides systematically for communica-,
tion between two group entities, which are the teacher and the observer. We

find this to be a much more elaborate procedure than the usual educational

model which consists of a teacher and the class of children and, at tim,f,

observers with whom the teacher may interact. The usual model lacks a system

for facilitating communication and makes the process of teaching and learning

completely dependent upon the personalities of the individuals involved.'

Perhaps, children with no unusual problems can afford the relative waste-

sl

fulness which results from an educational setting that leaves learning largely

to chance, at least in this regard. However, it 1s clear that disabled child-

ren cannot afford anything but the most effective kind of learning situation.

The first requirement for such a situation is that all of the professionals

know what is going on and when it is going on. Furthermore, there must be a

strong beneficial, and defined relationship between the teacher, who is con-

tinuous1y involved in a two-way relationship with the children, and an observer,
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who is involved in a one-way relationship with the children. In general,

this supplies the model with an internal evaluative device which is the inter-

action of two elements in the system with significant variation in function

but with a basic similarity in design.

Some Final Comments

At appropriate times, observers may wish to summarize. in some standard

w~y. the observation of a child or a class. Oftentimes, this summarization

proves helpful for staffing and in longitudinal studies. Appendices A and B

provide schedules developed for these purposes. We make no particular claim

for their applicability insofar as the reader's needs are concerned. However,

they may serve as useful examples of formal schedules that have been used

with pre-school children.

At regularly scheduled staffings~ or on particular occasions, teachers

and others are asked to make formal case presentations. Although we will not

prescribe a format for these presentations we have found the followina questions

to be particularly useful in centering discussions on the child, his probleaa,

and his learning environment.

Why is the child being presented for study?

•
In what ways were his difficulties first determined?

What was done in order to alleviate his problems?

What happened?

What did you learn from your involvement with this child and his family?

If you had another opportunity to become involved again with this child,
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frotn the beginning, what would you now'do differently?

As we are about to close this chapter, it is important to draw together

a statement of our clinical philosophy. First, we are recommending that, as

children enter the pre-school program, evaluation procedures should be inductive

in nature.

The professional staff should not be in the habit of labelling a child

from the outset as "normal", "mentally retarded", "emotionally disturbed",

"language disordered", or as having one or another handicapping or non-handi-

capping condition. Although, eventually we will have to label, we must care-

fully select useful labels which we can then put to clinical tests during the

course of our continued observations and work with children. This would

require us to be extraordinarily careful in the observations which we make and

the uses which are made of them •

•
Lastly, we must express our neutrality in regard to decisions that

professional staffs make concerning assessment procedures and tools, teaching

methodologies, and curriculum content. We have our own prejudices and convic-

tions, many of which have been stated in this chapter. However, we respect

deeply the right of well-trained and well-supervised professional colleagues

to develop their own tactics and strategies for evaluating and teaching children.

The most serious danger that lies before us is that which would occur if the

development and application of divergent methods and content in any school

curriculum were discouraged--solely because these were divergent.
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APpmDDt A I

" "I oJ.

fl yO()~
SUM1iARY EVALUATION OF' OPSERVED l'EHAVIOR 0'" U l CHILD

Evaluator----------
Name Age: Years Montha BLrthdate------------- -- --- ----------
Dates of Evaluation , ~ Qt BvaluatiOD(in da7.) "

1. Doeshe spontaneously go to the teacher? _
2. Doeshe spontaneously go to another 'child? _
J. Doeshe spontaneously talk to the teacher?
4. Doeshe spontaneously talk to another chil-d-?:::::_-_

It the answers to any ot the aboTeare -788", describe the c1roUlUtuoea UDder1Ib1oh
the behaviol"Stook place.

s. Is speech in numbersJ and 4, clear, indistinct or a aixture?
6~ Doeshe stay with any one activity; hardly at all, briefly, mo-de-r-.-te-l-Tl---------------
7. What type ot activity does he seemto preter? ,.,--------------------

8. Doeshe appear: tense , relaxed • (Checkone)
9. Wouldyou classify him on the basis ot 1O-ur-o-b-s-e-rva-tionsas a very active child,

moderately active child or a passive child?
10. Doeshe seemto prefer people (Le., teache-r-,-pe-e-r-s-'-o-I-o-b-j-e-c-t-s?--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_

11. Whatdistinguishes this child, fran the other children?

12. Is there anything noteworthy about his gross motor IllO'9'ements?Yes No--- ------
If yes, explain.--------------------------------
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f

"

) !.. '
I •.., .•.•

.."
,\ "J,

13. Is there anything noteworthy about his fine motor movements? Yea No--- -----
If yes, explain. •

u. Do you find yourself liking this cpild, repelled by this child, no feeling either
way?

1$•. Do y-ou-f-e-e..•..l-....th....a-t-t.•..h....i-s-ch-l.-·l....d-'-s-i-n-te-l"'1-e-c-tua--lpotential is higher, no higher than hi.
overt behavior might suggest? It higher, please------------------
explain • l.

------------------------,-------------
16. Additional conunents. ~



·- fI (If'l=/V /J J)' ,~
'SU.wwOLE FOR O~&tV.ll'tU', L1l880N IN S~UL CLA88

Dft#~'Eb .
lOR ~.-ai~ CHILr.m:N• I

IBte: --------------
Time:

Teech81'-s--------;-----
Certiticet10n: .
School/Oi tYI _:::::::::::::::::::
Cla8S: '

ObserT81': _
Hra. Olass Keets DailYI _

A. Details ot Observed Lesson end General Leeming Environment, 7

1. litteriels tor Observed Lesson (double oheck (,/.,) it
mBter1als were adeqtiete tor lesson)
80 None
h. Textbooks. workbooks, end other commeroial

resouroes
o. CoDlnerc1el, teacher prepered met.riels. end/or

teacher-pup1l materiels

2. 1'8ftcli~rPreperetion tor Observed Les80n (double check C"'/)it preperation ftS edeqU8te)
ft.. None or little eppezoent.
b9 Min1mel
c. Extens1Te

a. Ev1denoe at Teacher-Pupil Plann1D8
8. There 1s no or 11ttle 8'I1denoe
ho The room conte ins 8'I1dence ot such planninas

tMcher prepared oherts, ohildren 'a rel8'nlI1t
wort. etoo

Co ~ emm:1netion ot physioel e11Y1ronment.one could
olearly determine prior end prea_t aotin ties ot
oless; ioeoll oherta, pupilts work, 8%hil»its, booka,
end other materials reflect the ourriculum aDd ita
objeot1T.s.

r'oTeeoher Presentation at O~serred Leaaon (.)
a. Presentation inedequate .
bo Presentetion min1m811yadeqUate .
00 Motintion d8'l10e e'ftectiye, pre.entation oleer.

material .P81"t1nent1

5. Jtter Presentation, Teacher
ao Returns to desk or engages in ~elated ect1Yity
bo Goes tram child to child or group to CroUPto'

help when s,slced
o. Works with small groups or indi v1dwa on

related 8%eroise, discussion, or other 8ot1T1ty



6. Mter Presentation. Children
a. Engagein activities, both unrelated to presentation

end unsupervised by teacher
b. Bngagein unrelated seatwork or other activ1ty

'c.~ge in related seetwork, discussion, or other
aotivity "

"-

,. DevelopmentalSkills Pre.ented in SequenceAccordingto
a. Unknownor unobservedprocedures
bo Textbook, workbookor other outside guide lines
00 Teacher's evaluation of children and materlUs.

and e9'ident ple.nn1ng

8. Teaoher Provides for Ditterentiation ot ~ilitl"
-Througb
'''~wn or unobservedprooedures
1,. 'ISODle attention to grouping of ohUdren en4/or

iindlvldua.l 8upervlsio~ .o. Groupiligof cliildren tor both dnBlopmental aD4
funotione.l. aoUvi ties'

I ", I
TeaoheIi's Atti tude ,~we.rdStudents t Part1c1petlon
in Planning
80 Studimts are not encouragedto ofter .uggestiou,

are given little or no responsibil1tie., end are
generally ignored in this regerd

bo Students are sometimesenoouragedto otter'
suggestions end 8re given practioal resppn8ibl11~
tle~ as a function otadm1nistratiTe procedure.
(e.go.: cl ean ohelkb08rd)

'0. S'tudents are encouragedto otter suggestiona end
are given a variety ofre~onsib11iti" 81 part
of the teftcher '8 1nten, to prOTideanother
learning opportunity

lOf Teechf%'''sAttl tude 1'oftrd students' SOcial DsVelopment
end D1teractlon
a. Students are diScburaged t1'Q1D.hBlp1ns eaoh other

end shariJJ8 during activity
bo Students are neither encouragedOr dilcouraged

tram helping and sharing
c. Students are encouragedto help elaChother ud

.hue during actin ty
I

U. lv'8lue:hon ot Students in ObservedLesion
a. Teacher does not -.ke enluative .tat_ct •.
bo Teacher mekesgeriere.lstatemGJlts to whole group

and/or individuals
.04 Teaohermkes ste.teent above (b) plUs 8pecU'lc

stateanents to lndividml children; somechildren
makeeve.luat1vestat.ent. regarding ownlmrk

Illi

•••

, .~ . ,

'."',

~

•••

\



18. At Rndof Lesson, 'l'ee.cher
i a. Did not sUlllDar1zelesson in eny manner

b. Summarizedlesson end described aye in
1Ihich activity or skill -amybe used in

; other situations
o~ Did above (b) end elicited ~dd1tlonal

118." tram students '

J8.Ir .V81"88e Vey 0004 Superior

~OO_.
.~p".

,
'\

.Poor
8g

f88char's ability
(methods and curricUlUll1)

1
bo

T~oher"'pupll relations
(sympathy and understanding)

1
Go

Olassroom m8nagement
(routines end discipline)

1
40

Leeming environment ", .
(P~18ice.l, psychologic.l,,800ial)

1

'130 'teacher Handled D1:stracted or Deviant Beh8v~or
During Lesson Through
Be US8 at bodily or other pJniSbment, thl'eats-,
. or isolation

b. Verbal admonitions end other, non-thNat8l11ng.
devices

~. Verbal encourigeaient. help 1». 8ss1gnment, use
or al tame t 8 tasks. e.ndoth81' pOsi.tiva mean.
ot 1nvolving child' in JIlOree.ccept'i"bla or
p~o8etul behAvior .

W

•• ~X ~nNG OF~ IN LElRNIIn J:NVIROmrlm'P 1
I

~ ~y RlTING or c~ IN ~T~

150 - .. , .. - .... ("
eo Children spontaneo1usl)'"go to tache tQr helpo
,bo Children sponte.neous11 go to 0\b.U' cJl1J.drentor help.
4Q ChUdren appear relaxec111
4. Children appear to enj01 .choel.
'8. Children appeer to-like ,teacher.
to Children appear to understimd the purpose of cle.s.
80 Children epp881' to aocept their plec •• " 1JL oles,s.,
h. Ch1Idren are otto involved 1».eot11'1t1 •.• ,nth other

pupils In schoolo ,10 The school adm1n1stretorls appear to UDde:rstaD4 aDd
e.ppreoiete the pu:pose eindacoompJ,iabmct at oh1l4ren
in cle8Sb

1 ~~ted, f'1oa1u wrightstonell 1•• ~e. end others, ~ CCa.par18
tbi4er S1ngle-'!rack end 1'Iro"'l'1"e.ok·nuAtor ltiucable KcteJ.ly
ti.,~ Beseeroh »rbject, VnIte¢ Ste,tea OffIce at .lduc~ticm, lilS
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"

j. !he other teachers SInsohool app8l:U" to respect the
worth of each o~lat regardless of class placement
01' eb1lity e.nd,appee.l' to uq,del'n8D4 the contr~butlou
tha, specIal cle.ssee can me.kein educating retarde4
chI1c1:r.o

4:;:: ~ "2. ,./ (..1,/ ,
1'•• or JIo

Sum ot •.,.. •• unva
d1v1d~..bY8 ,0

.~ smRARY liATING 07. DIAGNCBTIC AND &AO~ PROCEDlJRISAND )b:f~ ar o~t!!m
~ AND ~\J1oJ5ttlflSORY ASSIBTANCR .. ' , " I I I .• ' ' -- :

~o ~l~tlV. ~ter1~a:' Diep08tl0 end-J?l8a8in8ll~' . .t•• 01' ~
eo Pa7Qh.olog1ae.l report 8ftllable tor each oh13.d.
bo %. Qo score aftl1e.ble tor .01\ ohild.
o. Jti,agl1Ostic medIcal report aftUeble ~ each chIld.

4~ C\IIl.ulativ8 academio folder eri~la..-bl.-·IOZ' •• ch oh1l1i.'. ~11 st\d7 available tor "-o1i ohllclo ."
to Obaarve.t1OJ:W. 1"8POl'ts kept tor eech ch11d.

"

PlaoSDent ~ocedures .
80 Placement D18de on besis ot teem enJ..uatloJ1o ...
b. Par_ts con.sul tee! prior to ple.C8DLQt"ud c'ouUelad

concerning I3Ilture ot child's sohOol pro'l)lema, -
,0• .child'.s prior teeohu con.sulteel and netted br

receiving t88chel'o
4. PlacfDBIlt into advanced class (hoqm p!lea~1I olass) made

atte visUat1cm to reoeivinS a0hc.lo1o

""chS!' Use ot 'Evaluative J)!!I ' .riG ,.tabl18hed pl!irent COlmSeins progNm operen~o .
bQ Istablt8hed 1'_81'1'8l PJ,'OcedUl'8opennt ,(o.onslstcil

metho4. torms. use ot' 811111118rlz1n8 olals personnel
sheet. aml other indio'"- - ---. I

:COnsultive and Supel"tisol'l' ASsistanoe" , ..

eo !reacher able to r&ques1i consult.ent a14 (eo8r··~ ps,ohlavin. 'pSfCho1og1st t other speC1alist) 6 .•. , I: .

bo teaoher receives oonsistent and »laDned sup8l'Y18ion tJIam

specialized pSl'sOJmal CeogQ t d11'eO;tor tat Sp~ial Iducaillon).00 feachar reoeives supervision t~CII'1schOol pl'1.noipel,

8um ot -yes- aD8WUa
dh1.ded .br 8

10 ~y ~mG 0Jr 9JALI'l't 0' o~v~~.W ~ otlRRICtlLtJII ~P'
80. Lee'OD8

a. Retleoil aD _»haai. em 4enloplq a ·4egreeot 1ndepu4 ••
probl811. 801.,1111b8a:rlol'ooul.t.t withabUttr 1_81 of oJaaa.

)0 O8e':irOii leari.l:ng Ul1_cts aM dftU' 81 luppl __ ta to aboYe
conception _ther tbaA i.o.~ ~ ••. o:t lt1ioa.

; ooJ$D.coUb8e a d8gl'ee at Indl~d1aUt,. in 4er.lop1ng mri40411 to
~l.te a.'~sDm&t. tn_olu ae poss1ble, o.oJUlld81'iJaa'ab111t,
lwe1 of e'1;j"lo~:..~

•

o

.• 1 _

....



~rrIONAL OGDmNTSAND DPR'.Il:SSIONBI ' , , - - '" - n_ .'. - -

Ir1dence 01' planned currioulumi general tmpl'esslon of ph181cal tacll1tle8 iD4
eD:9'ironmen';professlonal pI'ep8.1'etlon'of teacher 1'01' tasks InvolTe4 1n teaobiq
Class; tsacheI' feelings ot accompllsJ:gnentend enthualUm(morale) ,t~ .or~J
~ualltatlTe statements related to "observational 8obe4ul.~. (See-sttaohed peae),

./
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sUm 01':, ••tea- answer.
d1Tlded~by B

'11. CurI'1culum.Guide and Plan Book
-·a. Curriculum Guide is provided by loca.1-1tl

and 1s available tor teaoher'iS \lB8o
bill Currioulum Guide 1s helptul to teacher
-, and is consistently reterred to.
Qo Plan book 1s anllable and up to dateo
do Plan book 1s -used to the degr8e that' it

reflects the aotivities ot the 01e8so
80 Incl1vidual 'lessOD plans available and used~
to 1'he curr10ulum C02 activities obs81'Vedwhen

e curriculum 1S11" evailable) reflects a
dcn-elopmenteJ.cono8lit ot learning. I

s- The plan book and individual lesson plans
(or aotivities obs8I'Yed) reflect the teach~ '.'
OODIIl1tmentto sequeot1e..l 1~rn1ng and an aware
Xlus ot the relat10D8h1p between developmental
ud tlmct10nal aotiV1'les in the special class.
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